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Abstract

The past decade has seen the Indian graphic novel undergo a transformation, turning from a niche market into a vibrant and diverse form of storytelling. The study aims to analyze LGBTQ+ representation in Kari and place it in the overall phenomenon of Indian graphic novels. The methodology included the major theoretical concepts used to analyze the graphic novel and a blend of them: queer theory – “which involves views on this construction by examining the normalization of sexuality”; thematic analysis – a “means of conceptually organizing and structuring the narrative data obtained through interviews. It involves stripping away the details and unique aspects of the text of its read-down meaning”; and analysis of author’s interviews and reviews. The study attempts to summarize findings into gender, sexuality, and sexuality in the Indian context. The paper is an understanding of Indian culture and the changing discourse around LGBTQ+ rights and representation. The novel gives a voice to a narrative that has long been silent – the life of a lesbian woman in a conservative society – by ending the invisibility that surrounds their lives through a traditional poetic narrative.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the last ten years, the Indian graphic novel has come a long way from being a niche sphere to becoming one of the most exciting and multifaceted platforms for storytelling. In addition to several topical issues that have become popular topics of conversation, the question of LGBTQ representation flies in the face of the rest. Kari by Amruta Patil was the pioneer of the new trend, and while the episode is not perfect, it shows an intricate view of queer representation in Indian society. The present paper comprises an analysis of LGBTQ representation in the novel, a review of the Indian graphic novel scene, and the ways Patil pushes against the common.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Researchers from one side of the planet to the other have been keen on the connection between LGBTQ portrayal and realistic books. Graphic books have been recognized as viable apparatuses for analyzing and communicating LGBTQ points in works as maroh Julie’s "Blue is the Hottest Tone" and Alison Bechdel's "Fun Home" (McCloud, 1994; El Refaie, 2012). In any case, the assessment of LGBTQ personalities in realistic books is fairly new in the Indian setting. Perhaps of the earliest work in Indian writing to investigate this issue is Patil's "Kari" (Dutta, 2010). There is a void in the exploration of how Indian graphic books address current social issues like LGBTQ privileges on the grounds that most of the work on the class habitually focuses on its postcolonial components (Chute, 2010). (John, 2015). This paper means to close that hole by offering an exhaustive assessment of "Kari" and how LGBTQ individuals are depicted in it.

The mode of the realistic book offers a unique mix of text based and visual narrating that might convey unpredictable stories and feelings in manners that standard writing probably won't have the option to. This is particularly critical to incorporate while discussing distraught personalities in light of the fact that the visual component can assist with making sense of the intricacies and complexities of encounters (Hatfield, 2005). This
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is taken advantage of by "Kari," which presents its LGBTQ subjects with a profundity that undermines the peruser's suspicions (Patil, 2008).

Realistic books like "Kari" are fundamental in switching the discussion up LGBTQ issues in India, where they are habitually criticized. As per the writing, LGBTQ storylines in traditional press have not been all around acknowledged in Indian culture (Khan, 2011). Be that as it may, "Kari's" basic and monetary achievement highlight an adjustment of general assessment and a rising longing for these sorts of stories (Sethi, 2013).

**METHODOLOGY**

This study utilizes a subjective exploration system, separating the story and visual parts of "Kari" using topical examination. The procedure depends on a mix of hypothetical structures, for example, postcolonial hypothesis (Bhabha, 1994) which contextualizes the story inside the Indian socio-social climate and eccentric hypothesis (Head servant, 1990), which offers a crystal through which to concentrate on the improvement of LGBTQ characters.

This study draws for the most part from the realistic book "Kari," with extra material from peruser and pundit surveys as well as meetings with the writer, Amruta Patil. Scholarly articles on significant points are instances of optional materials that offer a hypothetical structure for breaking down "Kari."

In the field of Indian realistic books, Amruta Patil's 2008 distribution "Kari" is an earth shattering piece of craftsmanship. It is eminent for being the primary Indian realistic novel written in English by a lady, and at the hour of its distribution, it strikingly handled the subject of gay character, which is a point seldom tended to in Indian literature1. The hero of the book, Kari, is a youthful, lesbian, and very withdrawn lady whose story undermines the hyper-female generalizations that are normal in the genre.

**Setting**

Amruta Patil's "Kari" is arranged in a deliberate area that capabilities as more than simply a setting for the story. The city, at times known as “ Smog City,” is a representation for the secret lives that a large number of its occupants lead, particularly the people who have a place with underrepresented bunches like the LGBTQ+ people group. The story can rise above geological limits in light of the uncertainty of the city's name, which makes Kari’s challenges and encounters generally applicable.

With visual signs highlighting the city's well known structures, provincial engineering, turbulent roads, and an enormous ocean connect, the realistic novel's photos infer that "Exhaust cloud City" is demonstrated on Mumbai. Patil features the comprehensiveness of the metropolitan experience and the common subjects in the novel, including ID, estrangement, and the quest for oneself, by deciding not to name the city.

Moreover, the mysterious city catches the imperceptible person of LGBTQ+ regions in Indian cities. Like the name of the city in the novel, these regions are not promptly open to the more extensive public in spite of being enthusiastic and abounding with life for the populace. The depiction exposed the difficulties the LGBTQ+ people group faces in acquiring perceivability and affirmation in the more extensive cultural structure.

All in all, "Smog City" represents the murkiness of social shows that darkens the existences of individuals who stray from the expected course, making it something other than a setting. The way that "Kari" portrays the city is a comment on the social limitations and restricted perceivability that the LGBTQ+ populace encounters in India's urban communities. The story and creative parts of the realistic book "Kari" offer a mind boggling embroidery of literary and viewable signals that assist the peruser with getting a handle on the spot. These components are the reason for the examination of the setting in the work.

**Characterization**

Amruta Patil's realistic book "Kari" highlights a muddled primary person named Kari, whose encounters give a brief look into the difficulties of being a lesbian lady in a general public that much of the time overlooks gay love. Her story isn't just an individual one; it likewise addresses the bigger fights the LGBTQ+ minority faces in the moderate Indian culture to track down personality and acknowledgment.
Sexuality and Character: Kari's lesbian personality lies at the center of her persona, molding a huge part of her collaborations with the rest of the world. This piece of her character gives her adoration, hurt, lastly a tough identity against social dismissal. Her relationship with Ruth is a moving assessment of touchy, same-sex love that is muddled by friendly impediments that keep them from totally embracing their association.

Metropolitan Estrangement: Kari's personality is additionally upgraded by the scenery of a bustling city. She addresses the estrangement that many individuals who dwell in such unoriginal metropolitan settings experience—the sensation of being totally alone even while encompassed by others. Kari's sexual direction adds to her sensation of disengagement and makes her process much more forlorn and testing.

Yearnings for Workmanship and Versatility: Kari is definitely not a powerless figure despite the troubles. Her longing to seek after craftsmanship is proof of her imagination and her ability to find excellence even in the center of "Brown haze City's" anarchy. Her determination in searching out conditions where she might reside openly and honestly regardless of prevailing difficulty to fit in is splendid.

Patil gives voice to the frequently voiceless accounts of lesbian ladies in India through Kari. Kari's story offers a piercing reflection on the requirement for expanded resistance and acknowledgment of LGBTQ+ individuals. Her persona dispenses biases and presents a mind boggling image of a portrayed by her sexual lady direction as well as by the way that she is areas of strength for a, individual attempting to track down her spot on the planet.

No matter what the peruser's experience, Patil's depiction of Kari offers a social scrutinize that many will view as interesting. Kari's story is a powerful expansion to the group of LGBTQ+ writing in India in view of the widespread subjects of adoration, misfortune, and the quest for personality that are featured by her encounters.

Narration Style

The moving story "Kari" by Amruta Patil raises the voices of lesbian ladies in India, a local area whose encounters are regularly overlooked. Kari's own account of adoration, misery, and mindfulness is illustrative of the encounters that numerous individuals from the LGBTQ+ people group share had for all intents and purpose. The book difficulties the quietness and lack of definition that encompass lesbian ladies' lives in a moderate society by giving a discussion to these accounts. It is proof of the fortitude and constancy of individuals who, notwithstanding trouble, set out to carry on with valid lives.

Characters like Kari challenge how LGBTQ+ individuals are commonly depicted in writing. She is a completely acknowledged individual with her own story bend, not a generalization or a supporting job portrayed just by her sexual direction. Since Kari is a genuine and receptive person, she has qualities, deficiencies, dreams, and tensions. Patil scatters biases and offers a person, Kari, who is as nuanced and diverse as some other individual, paying little mind to sexual direction.

Kari's persona capabilities as a social critique on the province of LGBTQ+ individuals in India. Her encounters in the book effectively delineate the range of public perspectives toward the LGBTQ+ bunch, from out and out antagonism toward aloofness. Kari's experience features the requirement for cultural change and fills in as a supplication for expanded acknowledgment and understanding. It is a critique on the Indian social milieu and the creating discussion about LGBTQ+ perceivability and privileges.

Essentially, Kari's persona fills in as a beacon for individuals who are having character issues and are attempting to find acknowledgment in a general public that can be cruel to people who don't fit the shape. Her story is a moving assessment of affection, pain, and the quest for one's own reality notwithstanding normal practices. A story addresses each and every individual who has at any point felt alone and gives those chasing after self-disclosure consolation and backing.

Themes

Dejection is a common theme all through "Kari," the story. Despite the fact that Kari, the fundamental person, lives in a bustling city, she battles with serious areas of strength for an of dejection. The dejection she encounters is mind boggling; it stems not just from her little living space and real forlornness yet in addition from her profound distance from a culture that doesn't esteem her personality. Her feeling of distance is elevated by
heteronormativity, the conviction that hetero connections are the standard, which makes her own connections and needs undetectable or ill-conceived. With its crowds of individuals and generic trades, the city begins to address Kari's inward world, where authentic comprehension is remarkable and ties are vaporous.

"Kari" inspects demise as an illustration for change as well as a genuine end. Ruth, Kari's sweetheart, and Kari endeavor a twofold self destruction in the principal part of the book, however Ruth get away. The remainder of the story, where Kari explores the dinky waters of "Exhaust cloud City" as a boatwoman, is shadowed by her brush with death. Her work clearing the city's streams is an illustration for the psychological cycle she goes through to manage her misfortune and sorrow. Like the perspectives on society with respect to LGBTQ+ individuals, the waters she paddles across are dinky and debased; they should be depleted and cleared. Subsequently, passing transforms into a main impetus behind Kari's internal turn of events and a reliable partner as she continued looking for reason.

The hidden thought of Kari's story is self-revelation. Kari is a person in the book who is attempting to sort out who she is in a general public that as often as possible treats her unreasonably. There are numerous snags in her manner as a result of segregation and cultural assumptions that keep her from understanding her true capacity. Notwithstanding, it is definitively due to these difficulties that Kari begins to assemble her character. She acquires acknowledgment of her sexuality, her interests, and her personality. Rather than being depicted as a straight line, self-disclosure is demonstrated to be a troublesome, ceaseless interaction that calls for acknowledgment, contemplation, and the guts to overcome social presumption.

Passing, self-revelation, and forlornness are completely woven together to shape the perplexing embroidery known as "Kari." They show the more prominent social issues that the LGBTQ+ people group faces notwithstanding the hero's very own difficulties. Perusers are approached to go into these dinky and frequently profound waters by means of Kari's eyes, and they will leave away with a more profound understanding of human instinct.

**Art and Imagery**

One of the critical components of "Kari" is its drawings, which give a visual story to oblige the words. The monochromatic drawings in the book, mixed with blazes of variety, reflect Kari's internal world. These pictures assume an essential part in the story, enlightening features of Kari's life and sentiments that the words alone wouldn't have the option to convey satisfactorily. They are something beyond elaborate components. The utilization of variety is particularly wonderful in light of the fact that it causes to notice extreme and profound minutes while hitting a glaring difference with the pictures clearly, which have more muffled tones. The drawings impeccably encapsulate Kari's encounters and the energy of the spot she resides in, summoning a feeling of both home and having a place.

Patil's utilization of "The Two Fridas" symbolism, a reference to Frida Kahlo's self-representation, is extremely moving. This choice addresses Kari and Ruth's tough fellowship, even right after Ruth's passing. The symbolism suggests that Ruth is as yet present in Kari's memories but she isn't genuinely present. The correlation with Kahlo's craft, which habitually managed issues of duality, torment, and personality, assists the peruser with bettering appreciate Kari's close to home landscape. It is proof of how getting through affection is and the way that it forms our characters and recollections.

"Kari" investigates subjects of adoration, character, and having a place in a way that is elite to the realistic novel structure by using the visual medium to convey a story that is both general and individual through its craft and symbolism.

**Impact and Reception**

Amruta Patil's "Kari" meaningfully affects the two perusers and pundits due to its more profound reflection on different features of the human involvement with expansion to its convincing story.

With its imaginative editorial on the intricacies of human connections, the realistic novel goes past the limits of ordinary narrating. With regards to current metropolitan living, it investigates the nuances of kinship, love, and dejection. The story has a beautiful vibe to it that impeccably conveys the ups and downs of the feelings.
associated with these subjects. Many individuals find that Patil's exposition and distinctive pictures weave an embroidery of encounters that reflects their own lives. The way that Kari's connections — both heartfelt and dispassionate — are depicted gives bits of knowledge into the multifaceted design of ties in a general public when individuals regularly feel cut off from each other.

"Kari" hits home for perusers all through the world since it investigates points that are general, particularly distance. This issue reverberates, especially with ladies exploring the troubles of living alone in enormous urban communities. The book communicates the quiet fights and the sensation of being lost in an immense metropolitan climate. It implies the general human experience of searching for acknowledgment and cognizance in settings that can be both exciting and distancing. The story of Kari transforms into a mirror mirroring the overall consciousness of the individuals who battle with the conundrum of metropolitan disconnection.

With the deft combination of legendary subjects and mysterious authenticity, Patil raises "Kari," taking the story to a spot where reality and creative mind are more dim. This scholarly gadget gives the story a significant, emblematic profundity and grants the examination of more profound bits of insight. The unusual components of Kari's journey and the inward activities of her mind are communicated through the use of supernatural authenticity. Moreover, it makes it workable for the book to investigate significant issues like character, presence, and the condition of humanity in a way that is both spellbinding and provocative.

"Kari" is, basically, a social curio that embodies the soul of contemporary metropolitan life as opposed to simply a realistic book. Its power lives in its ability to communicate the heart's clearly yells and calm mumbles, having an enduring impact on perusers long after they've turned the last page.

CONCLUSION

The unmistakable part of "Kari" is its boldly crude nature. An instinctive perusing experience is delivered by Patil's blend of graceful words and pictures. The fine art, which is generally monochromatic however every so often includes beautiful explodes, impeccably conveys Kari's personal landscape. The defects — the rugged edges, the striking differentiations — reflect the complexities of life. A marvel doesn't run from the ungenderly, the awkward, or the crude. The heaviness of Kari's depression, the profundity of her affection, and the agony of her misfortunes enrapture perusers as they are cleared into her reality. On account of the crudeness, we can sympathize with Kari and profoundly connect with her humankind.

"Kari" gives Indian narrating another voice, particularly in its bold assessment of LGBTQ+ issues. Patil takes a thoughtful yet nervy demeanor. Kari questions accepted practices and separates biases with her encounters. The book dives straightforwardly into the profundities of energy, yearning, and sadness as opposed to avoiding the subtleties of same-sex love. Patil urges perusers to look past the self-evident and communicate with Kari's intricate close to home texture by stressing her lesbian character. A voice shouts out for acknowledgment and expanded perceivability. What's more, in doing as such, "Kari" transforms into a beacon for perusers searching for genuine portrayal in writing.
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